Alongside the best young talents in the world

Giblor’s confirms its partnership with S.Pellegrino on the occasion of the Grand Finale of
S.Pellegrino Young Chef Academy Competition 2019-21, the most exciting talent search for
young chefs in the world.
An event of international significance and of great prestige, in which Giblor’s is happy to
participate and enthusiastically supports and for which has created the uniforms for each
category of professionals involved. A precious opportunity to promote Italian excellence around
the world.
For the young chefs competing, Giblor’s has reserved the Raphael jacket with silver buttons, in
the exclusive Luxsatin fabric, characterized by a mandarin collar and a breathable mesh back.
A garment that embodies functionality and elegance, perfect for the occasion. The Jury and
Mentor will instead wear a refined pair of jackets, Vincent and Marilyn, made of Tencel, a highly
innovative fabric with excellent performance. The garments, also with a mandarin collar and
breathable mesh, will guarantee a perfect fit and an impeccable style, both sober and refined.
For the other young chefs who will attend the competition, Patrick and Rose have been
selected, a pair of garments with a modern line in 100% cotton gabardine, with French collar
and contrasting piping. Three careful choices, designed to enhance the elegance of the chefs
in a context of such prestige, and ensure them maximum comfort throughout the duration of the
event.

Giblor’s is an entrepreneurial project born in 1977 in Carpi, a famous manufacturing district
linked to fashion, with the specific desire to build an industrial company with an artisan matrix,
projected into the future but firmly centered on the Italian tailoring tradition. Giblor’s is today
a multinational company that operates with pride and determination in the global market,
challenging the competition from all over the world. It designs and produces professional
clothing collections that blend innovative technologies, total quality and Italian design, offering
superior service and a range of products with a great personality.
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